
Better
Together

With VATBox’s automagic we will 
show you that it’s really VAT simple!

Technology so smart it masters 
VAT to perfection

About VATBox
Since 2012, VATBox has been revolutionising the automated global VAT 
recovery marketplace with its innovative cloud-based solution. With offices 
in London, Paris, Frankfurt, New York & Tel Aviv, VATBox operates worldwide 
to enable businesses full control over their indirect tax spend.
For more information and to evaluate our easy-to-use online dashboard 
visit www.vatbox.com | Email: info@vatbox.com

Intercompany

Conventions 

Shipping

Foreign VAT

Domestic VAT

Accounts Payable 

VATBox recovers VAT for the following VAT Domains:



Leadership through 
true innovation & automation

Harmonious Connection

VATBox seamlessly adds-on to your existing Concur software and 
leverages your existing data, processing it effortlessly, leading 
dramatically higher VAT refunds. Data transfer between Concur and 
VATBox is seamless and implements today’s most robust and reliable 
security protocols, in line with even the most highly sensitive industries. 
We are strict about complete compliance, especially with the SOC 2 
Security Principle.

Great Value for Your Organisation

Along with simple, flexible and fully customizable data transfer, you’ll be 
able to increase visibility and control of your VAT spend. VATBox handles 
collection, aggregation, quantification and submission, while quietly 
sitting in the cloud and reading, analyzing and managing VAT transactions 
as they occur, instantly qualifying the data. Add a 360° understanding of 
exactly what is going on across your work groups and entities with the 
real-time dashboard, and you’ll immediately begin seeing the value of 
Concur and VATBox’s celebrated partnership.

Peace of mind with Airtight compliance

With Concur’s automated and integrated corporate card and 
expense reporting solution, coupled with VATBox’s VAT management 
system, the chances of flawed reporting are almost nil.

Full insights and improved accuracy

With Concur and VATBox together, the customer receives full insight 
into travel expense and VAT spend and improved accuracy over his 
expense management process taking out the human error.

Better allocation of resources

With fully automated T&E management and VAT refund processes 
in place, employees can focus less on expense and tax reporting 
activities and more on their core responsibilities.

Full compliance and full visibility

Leveraging the easy data retrieval from Concur into VATBox’s 
automated solution, the customer receives full compliance, full 
visibility into VAT spend and much higher VAT refunds on T&E spend.

VATBox is the only technology company that focuses on 
simplifying the laborious VAT recovery process through 
intelligent knowledge-based automation.


